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Abstract: The optimal order quantity is the one of the main logistics tasks that takes place in modern theory and practice. 

Variety of consumers with its own demand and irregularity of consumption during the year exponentially increase number and 

times of calculation of economic order quantity. These complicate the EOQ decisions. At the same time, variation of the costs 

throw this process complicate this tacks exponentially. Using regression model for describe order cost and holding cost per unit 

simply calculations and consider its variability character. 
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1. Introduction 

Current global crisis has affected firms’ behaviour on 

markets, forcing them to search for rational ways planning 

their business. Stochastic demand and constant variability of 

buyer behaviour [1] have multiple complicatedness decisions 

of supply-production-distribution process. The system effect 

can be explored while examining the logistic chain 

interrelation on vehicle’s and storage parameters for optimal 

order quantity (EOQ) example. Wilson’s model [2] use fixed 

cost per order and fixed holding costs. But, up-today 

changeable conditions reasonable indicate on variation of 

transport and storage component.  

Irregularity of demand caused technological reaction of 

supply chain. Change of vehicle’s carrying capacity, distance 

of transportation, cargo class and other factors lead to 

different delivery cost and, as a result, different cost per order 

that constantly affects EOQ. Holding cost per unit is variable 

due to different fixed costs of different number of units in 

stock per period. Increase of stock level will decrease 

maintenance of cost per unit [3]. In outsourcing variant can 

be used different warehouse with its own cost per ton of 

maintaining and vice versa decrease of material flow (MF) 

increase holding costs. Technologies of logistics process have 

to put first in calculation of any supply variant [4]. Every of 

possible technological option has its own EOQ and costs. 

Thus, can conclude, that technological oriented approach for 

EOQ require further development.  

In this paper, put cost per order and holding cost as a 

function that depends on technological parameters of 

transport and storage participants. Therefore, the modify 

EOQ have been obtained.  

Obtained results prove unstable and variability of Wilson’s 

model parameters and necessary to consider of technological 

component in EOQ-model. 

2. Literature Review 

Researches classified EOQ problem to operations 

management and inventory theory. It presents classical 

example of solution of the conflict goals between finding the 

optimal value of total costs and minimal level of spending. 

Classical way of calculation has presented by Wilson [2]:  

cos
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=
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q С
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                                   (1) 

where MF

потq  – demand quantity, units / month; 
MF

ordС  – cost per order, setup cost dol. / Order; 

cos

МF

tС  – holding cost per unit, dol./Unit. 

The economic lot scheduling problem (evolution of Wilson 

model) is common issue for almost any producer or warehouse 

for planning manufacturing and distribution process, which 

describe several products operation tasks [5, 6].  
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Multi-decision choice on orders was presented by [1]. This 

approach allows optimizing buyers and sellers goals 

according different ordering strategy. Further development 

obtained the multi-criteria EOQ models in [7] where have 

been minimizing the full cost, shortages, inventory order, etc. 

for all participants. 

75% of supply chain participants working on its operations 

optimization to decrease costs of order scope [1]. To asses 

optimal inventory levels with variable demand used 

newsvendor models [9], when demand varies over time – the 

dynamic lot-size model [10]. Modify EOQ model, estimate 

the money demand dependence equal to money inventory 

[11]. Elements of project analysis approach in EOQ solutions 

which considered time-value of money was presented in [12].  

Technological approaches to EOQ are based on solution 

for decreasing the logistics costs and gaining considerable 

competitive advantage by these actions describe in [13]. 

Additional goals achieved in minimizing expenses of 

transportation component by fully use of vehicle capacity [4], 

minimizing of non-production movement of vehicles [14], 

rationale distribution MF and support operations [15]. 

Simultaneously, these actions give additional advantages for 

buyers in possible discounts [1]. Stimulating for more 

ordering provides all-unit quantity discounts [16] according 

to the full truckload. However, the various factors impact on 

transport and storage process (volume, distance, timestorage 

area, etc.) should be reflected for order decision.  

References analysis shows that for numerous 

interpretations of Wilson’s model, still have unknown options 

of its improving. Technological process of any delivery 

consists of many operations [13, 16, 17] that create its added 

value and delivery cost. Any varying of terms, specification 

of operations, technology of delivery, transportation, storage, 

handling, routes, material flow parameters, risks factors or 

either lead to changes in costs per order or holding cost per 

unit which affects EOQ value. Every day planning process 

activity faced with numerous of this changes which force to 

re-planning avoiding efficiency decrease. In this case, 

understanding of EOQ regularities changing on technology 

gives extra credit for sustainable development of any 

logistics system functioning.  

3. Theoretical Aspects of Parameter’s 

Study in Logistics Chains 

Consider technological process complicates EOQ 

calculations and selection. It is important to understand the 

logistics chain requirements to transportation and storage and 

vice versa technological parameters influence on logistics, 

fig. 1 

 
Figure 1. Interrelation of EQO depends on parameters of technology of 

transportation and storage. 

Transport service cost (TSC) formation is based for 

calculation of order cost. The transportation service cost 

value TSC size depends of many factors: distance 

transportation; bulk cargo; bulk density of cargo; carrying 

capacity of the vehicle; total distance; type of vehicle; an area 

of transportation service (fig. 2). In general, the cost per 

order depends and defunds on TSC function was presented in 

[17]. 

 

Figure 2. The transportation service cost characteristics [17]. 

There are different approaches to the TSC formation [3, 

14, 17-22], which can be divided: the cost, by added value 

[18, 20], a market approach [18] and logistics approach [16].  

Describe cost per order as function on technology: 

1 1( , , ..., )MF

ord bС f x x x= ,                            (2) 

where 
1 2
, ,...,

b
x x x  – factors influencing on cost per order. 

According to fig. 2 model’s factors can be interpreted as: 

X1 – Transportation distance; X2 – Bulk cargo transport; X3 

– Class load; X4 – The vehicle capacity; X5 – Total distance; 

X6 – The type of vehicle; X7 – The transportation service 

area. 

Different vehicles has different parameters: carrying 

capacity, average fuel consumption, purchase price, the 

physical volume, types of loading and unloading, 

maintenance costs, quantity of berths and others, which are 

interconnected with each other. Change in one of them leads 

to change in transportation technology and economical 

component. The vehicle’s capacity change leads to changes 

EOQ. Increase in carrying capacity decrease of cost of one 

tone transportation, and increase stocks simultaneously 

increase holding costs, without changing the consumption 

demand.  

The most obvious holding costs include next factors: rent 

for the required space [21]; materials, equipment [22]; 

insurance and risks [23]; security; interest on money invested 

in the inventory and space [11], and other direct expenses 

[24].  

Describe holding cost as rent cost per ton function on 

technology factors: 

cos 1 2( , ,..., )МF

t aС f y y y=                            (3) 

where 
1 2
, ,...,

a
y y y  – factors influencing on holding cost per 

unit.  

According to references analysis factors can be presented as:  
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y1 – rent for the required space; y2 – materials, equipment; 

y3 –operate space; y4 – insurance; y5 – security; y6 – interest 

on money invested in the inventory and space; y7 – other 

direct expenses. 

The EOQ-model (1), according to obtained models (2, 3), 

can be written as: 

1 1

1 2cos

2 2 ( , ,..., )

( , , ..., )

МП MF МП

пот ord пот b

opt МF

at

q С q f x x x
Q

f y y yС

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
= =             (4) 

Costs parameters could be set by determined model also. 

Dependence of costs from order equinity creates new 

classified of tasks that can be described as multi-parameters 

optimization.  

4. Method Application 

The application of theory development The real data of 

different carriers was analysed according on site: 

«www.della.ua». According to it analysis we choose most 

important factors that influence on TSC: distance, vehicle 

capacity, faire. Calculation results that carried out using the 

statistical method presented as a model:  

4,68852 0 133764MF

ord nC Q   , L= ⋅ + ⋅                   (5) 

where 
nq  – vehicle capacity, ton; L – distance of 

transportation, km. 

Obtained model describe variation of order cost on vehicle 

capacity and distance of transportation. Main characteristics 

are presented in table. 1. Limits of data variations for  

Qn: 3-22,5 ton; L: 17-221 km. 

Table 1. Model characteristics cost per order on vehicle capacity and 

distance of transportation. 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error T-Statistic P-Value 

Qn 0,133764 0,0519603 2,57434 0,0158 

L 4,68852 0,750115 6,2504 0,0000 

We researched of free estate space for storage and its cost 

for costs in Ukraine, fig. 3. There are 18 measurements have 

been made: Rent per mount and estate storage offers and its 

rent have been collected in Kharkiv. The statistics methods 

were used for data processing. Thus, holding costs model has 

been found: 

0,362

cos 14, 276МF МП

t storgС q −= ⋅                            (6) 

where 
МП

storgq  - storage volume, ton. 

 

Figure 3. Research of estate storage space destination, it size and rent (Kharkiv, Ukraine). 
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Figure 4. Dependence of holding costs per 1 ton on storage volume in 

various operators. 

The EOQ-model (1), according to obtained models (5, 6), 

can be written as: 

0,362

cos

2 2 (4,68852 0 133764 )

(14,276 )

МП MF МП

пот ord пот

opt МF МП

t storg

q С q Qn  , L
Q

С q
−

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅
= =

⋅
    (7) 

EOQ parameters described in eq. 1 like a function and 

presented as variable units. Change of condition of 

transportation or storage lead to EOQ changes. Graphical 

interpretation (fig. 5) allows finding variation of 

technological parameters influence on EOQ. We used 

characteristics graph which defined influence of each of 

several parameters (demand, distance, storage volume, 

vehicle capacity) on resulting one (EOQ) throw proposed 

model. Exploring of each parameter is made without changes 

of others. Results indicating that vehicle’s capacity, distance 

of transportation and demand have direct affects EOQ, 

volume of storage has reverse one. Angle of slope of each 

relationship described the degree of influence of it on EOQ. 

 

Figure 5. Variation of technological parameters affects EOQ. 

Moreover, modify EOQ model considers real environment 

components (storage and transportation data) that depend on 

Ukrainian market conditions on summer 2016. Obtained 

model can be used for rapid calculation, but for more detailed 

asses of costs it needs to calculate every single variant of 

technological interaction. We made calculations on raw 

materials supply example. 

5. Discussion 

Factor’s sensitivity analysis of EOQ model was used in 

[25] for supplier selection problem. Authors describe variable 

character of factors in [26] but they are not based on a 

specific transportation and storage technology. 

A limitation of this paper is the limited data and 

parameters what have been used for modelling. Future 

research should extend data for different regions and other 

factors that can affect model. More over obtained data actual 

for current economical situation in Ukraine and can be 

change in future. Also, for other countries, multimodal 

transportation it would be different. In this case, paper 

present only approach for EOQ forming according to 

presented factors.  

EOQ decision tasks tacking into account: 1) delivery costs 

primarily purchase price, that do not depend on the size of 

the party and 2) expenses for the maintenance of stocks are 

directly proportional to their size, which were before 

described as assumptions and limitations in existing models. 

6. Conclusions 

Paper found influence of variable parameters on result of 

EOQ model estimation. Basing on proposed approach and 

collected data the recommendation and decision support can 

be made for choosing order size in variety external influence. 

Such as: use own transport or hire it, use own storage or hire, 

what size of storage provide best efficiency of logistics 

system in this conditions, what vehicle’s capacity should use 

for obtaining better results of functioning, which are aimed to 

sustainable developed of any logistics system.  
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